
DATE DAILY GOAL DAILY PROGRESS
ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH WHAT
YOU DID TODAY. WHY OR WHY

NOT

3/25/2015

Pick an object to draw and
begin to draw it in CAD.
Decide if I will hand draft the
object if I finish the drawing
in CAD.

I picked a shifter fork (figure 8.47
on page 266 in the drafting book). I
a started to draw it in CAD.

 Yes, because it is only the first day I
have worked on the object, and I
have a great start on it.

3/30/2015
Finish drawing the 3 views of
the object.

I have almost all three drawings
completed but am having a hard
time with the angled arm.

Yes, because I barely had a front
view and now I am close to
dimensioning the object.

3/31/2015

Finish drawing the 3 views of
the object, and start
dimensioning them.

I finished all three drawings and
almost all the dimensioning. I might
have missed something, and I am
also worried about the angled arm
not looking right on the top and
right side views. There might be
some special view I need to use for
this object.

Yes, because I finished the right
side view, and almost finished the
dimensioning.

4/1/2015

Finish dimensioning the
object and see if I need to
add anything.

I finished all three drawings and all
the dimensioning. I am still worried
about the angled arm not looking
right on the top and right side
views. I believe that I need to do a
special view  for this object. I also
turned in a check-set.

Yes, because I finished all the
views, and all the dimensioning. I
also did the check-set that was
required to turn in. I still am worried
about the top and right side views
looking odd.

4/13/2015

Find out what an "Auxiliary
View" and draw one of my
object.

I read and learned about auxiliary
views and now have a better idea
on what I will be drawing.

Yes, because I learned about
auxiliary views and know how to
make my drawing better. However I
did not have enough time to draw
the auxiliary for my drawing.

4/14/2015

Draw a auxiliary view of my
drawing and maybe
dimension it.

I drew an auxiliary view of my
drawing and started to edit my
dimensioning.

Yes, because I learned and drew
the auxiliary view of my drawing and
are coming close to finishing. I am
still unsure where certain
dimensions should go though and if
I keep all my drawings.

4/15/2015

Fix any mistakes on my other
drawings and dimension
them.

I fixed all the mistakes in my other
views and fixed their dimensions. I
also turned in a check-set.

Yes, because I fixed all my mistakes
and turned in a check-set.

4/17/2015
Fix any mistakes on my other
drawings from my check-set.

I fixed all the mistakes from my
check-set, but I am have a little
trouble with the "arm" in the top
view.

Yes, because I fixed everything from
the check-set, and I am almost
completly done. However, I am
worried about the top view.
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4/20/2015

Fix the top view of my
drawing and see if anything
else is needed to be done to
it.

I fixed the top view and some other
little changes. I also turned in a
check-set today.

Yes, because I fixed the top view
which I was confused on and I feel
close to being completly done with
the drawing.

4/22/2015

Fix any mistakes from the
check-set and add anything
else needed.

I fixed all my mistakes from the
check-set and prepared it for
ploting.

Yes, because I fixed everything from
the check-set, and I am almost
completly done.

4/23/2015

See if there is anything else I
need to fix in the drawing
and maybe plot the drawing.

I fixed any mistakes I missed and
ploted. I fixed the dimensioning
sizes afterward.

Yes, because I fixed everything from
the check-set and ploted it at a 1:1
scale.

4/24/2015

See if there is anything I
missed and fix it, and turn in
a check-set. Maybe plot it as
a final draft.

I turned in my check-set and fixed
one last thing. I ploted it which is
hopefully the final drawing.

Yes, because I fixed the last thing I
needed and ploted a final drawing. I
believe I am almost completly done
with the MITES project.

4/27/2015

I will glue my final drawing to
poster board and make a
boader around it.

I glued my final drawing to a poster
board and cut it to size.

Yes, because I accomplished all that
I wanted. I am a little worried
because my board is not straight.

4/28/2015
I will see if I need to finish
any thing with my poster.

There was nothing else to do so I
did work from other clases.

Yes, because I finished my whole
MITES project and can work on
other work now.


